Before reporting a bug, please read the bug writing guidelines, please look at the list of most frequently reported bugs, and please search for the bug.
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**Product:** M2M

**Component:**
- ATL-Contributions
- ATL-Doc
- ATL-emf
- ATL-Engine
- ATL-UI
- ATL-Website
- QVT_OML-Doc

**Version:**
- 1.0
- 2.0
- unspecified

**Severity:** normal

**Hardware:** PC

**OS:** Windows XP

We've made a guess at your operating system and platform. Please check them and make any corrections if necessary.

**Initial State:** NEW

**Assign To:** m2m-atl.toolkit-inbox@eclipse.org

**QA Contact:**

**CC:**

**Default CC:**

**URL:** http://

**Summary:**

**Description:**

**Attachment:** Add an attachment

**Flags:**
- documentation
- galileo
- helios
- iplog
- pmc_approved
- review

**Requestee:**
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